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FLOWER BOARD 1.20 meter long
Supplies needed for flowers:
Paverpol black 500 gram
old 100% cotton t-shirt (white)
plastic table cloth
2 wooden skewers or other sharp tools
wooden stir stick
paints
brushes for painting
scissors
paint (see below)
optional: plastic gloves

Paint suggestions
In this example is used Reeves acrylic paint Chromium Oxide Green, Grass Green and Titanium White and Bright Red. But of course any good acrylic paint is suitable.

Supplies needed for background
2 picture frame hangers
You could use an (old) wooden plank, piece of MDF.
The easiest for outdoors is to use the wooden plank.
In this tutorial is used a piece of 120 cm long x 20 cm wide x 2 cm deep (47x7.7x0.8”)
If you want to paint the board use outdoor paint.

Preparations.
Watch the ‘Flowers with Paverpol’ video first. Visit www.orangewireart.ca/videos and click on the page ‘videos’ and scroll
down.
Lay the plastic table cloth on the table and draw the dimensions of you back ground (plank) with a black marker 120 cm x 20
cm.
Cut from the old t-shirt the hems and seams and if there is any the printed-on areas.
Cut : a few strips of 2 cm (3/4”) wide and a few of 2.5 cm ( 1”) wide. These are the stems. Cut them as long as possible if they are
not long enough for the board: the t0-shirt will stretch and you can always connect 2 together.
Cut circles with a diameter of 14 (3x) , 10 (5x) , 9(2x) , 7 (1x). You might want some tiny ones to make ‘buds’.
Cut leaves: (6x) with different lengths. Varying from 35 cm to 18 cm. The bigger the leave the wider it needs to be.

Paverpol
Open the container and stir the Paverpol, scrape over the bottom to release the hardening agent.
You can choose to dip the stems (strips) in the Paverpol first and lay them on your plastic frame or starts with the flowers as was
done in the video. Always start with the biggest flowers, once done, start with the biggest leaves. The video tutorial speaks for
itself how to build up your flower design. Use the skewers to ‘poke around’ and use small clear plastic pieces to stuff the flowers
or leaves to get some 3-d effect.

Paint
The painting technique hat is used is called ’dry-brushing’. You pick up paint with your brush, making sure that is a good amount
of paint on it and work it into your brush, THEN very important wipe most of the paint off on a piece of paper towel before
painting. You don’t want wet ’blobs’ of paint on your work but a dry-brushed-look. As is shown in the video hold your brush flat
and paint the folds first, following the fold the get a nice continuous painted area. Mix colours if you want to.
For the flowers was used a bright red and multiple layers were applied.
For the leaves and stems first Chromium Oxide Green, then in some areas grass green and at last a mix of white and grass green
mixed together.

Transfer to board
Screw the hangers to the back.
Most likely the back of your flower will still be wet with Paverpol, if so, that will make it stick to your plank. If the back isn’t wet
with Paverpol then simply brush more Paverpol on the back and on the plank (aim for the right spots) then lay the flowers on
your plank.
If you want to have the white background. Use a good outdoor paint.

ORDER A KIT
Click here
Included:
Paverpol black 500 gram
2 wooden skewers
wooden stir stick
acrylic paints to be used within 2 weeks or ordering
2 brushes for painting
2 picture frame hangers

Not included
old 100% cotton t-shirt (white)
plastic table cloth
wooden plank120 cm long x 20 cm wide x 2 cm deep (47x7.7x0.8”)
scissors
Optional: outdoor paint for plank if you want to have it hanging outdoors.
optional: plastic gloves

